Thanks for shooting with NFG!
Any images you receive from our photo session(s) are yours to keep and use, share and edit,
without restriction. When sharing edited images, a credit to NFG or NFGphoto would be
awesome but is not required. When sharing proofs, the image must not be cropped to
remove the 'unedited' text unless the image description states the image is unedited.
Please separately indicate your tagging and identiﬁcation preferences for clothed and nude
or revealing images. This release is designed to be simple, but if anything is unclear, please

MODEL RELEASE FORM

ask NFG for clariﬁcation.

version 2017-0902

The Internet:
The best photos from our session may be placed online. NFG
will take the utmost care with your images, but once they're
online it is impossible to know who views, saves, modiﬁes or
re-distributes your images. Do you understand this?

Communication:
How would you like links and other communications
delivered to you?
Facebook
Email
Other

I understand how the internet works

If you would like to use a security password so these
images will only be released to you, please write
it here:

How do you want to be identiﬁed?
NON-NUDE
Real First Name
Alias: Laura Kate
Anonymous

Creative Commons:
NFG releases all his images under a Creative Commons
BY/NC license. In short, this means that all the
images we have created may be used by anyone for
non-commercial purposes, as long as NFGphoto is
credited.

(NFG may select a random name)
(probably Jasmine)

NUDE

Where do you want to be tagged?

CC OK

NON-NUDE

For more details, see http://nfgphoto.com/cca

Everywhere!
Not Facebook
Not Instagram
Nowhere!

This Release applies to:
This Shoot Only
All shoots from now until Dec 31, 2017

NUDE
If you would like to be tagged on other sites, like tumblr or
instagram, please write the site and your username below:

Special Instructions

@the.ﬁtness.ﬁsh
Items marked in this colour have been added or updated since this release was ﬁrst signed.
I understand that photos taken of me may be modiﬁed and edited, and that I may not see, nor be asked to approve any
images before they are released or otherwise viewed.
I hereby grant Lawrence Wright (aka NFG, aka NFGphoto), his agents, and anyone acting with his permission, the right to
use, share and publish these images as indicated above. In addition, I grant permission for these images to be used as
content or for promotion of NFGphoto products and services. No other commercial usage rights are hereby granted, and
such rights will require my additional permission.
I hereby warrant that I am of full legal age and have the right to contract in my own name.
I have read the above release, prior to its execution, and I am fully familiar with and understand the contents thereof.
This release shall be binding upon me and my heirs, legal representatives, and assigns.
Real Name: Laura jelfs
Phone Number:

0428226828

Birth Date: 03/09/1992

Date: 30/04/2017

Signature:

